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I. Call to Order  
a. Called 7:30pm 

II. Opening Roll Call 
a. Vice speaker calls roll 

III. Amendment and Approval of the Agenda 
a. Motion to approve agenda 

i. Seconded, approved 
IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from the 1st Meeting on April 2nd, 2019 
b. Motion to approve minutes 

i. Seconded, approved 
V. Guest Speakers 

a. None 
VI. Community Concerns 

a. Nicco: I’m here to do mandatory reporting on SOFC as treasurer from the last 
assembly.  In the compiled code we have reporting requirements and I’m going to 
give you updates from the past two weeks.  Two weeks ago was the 8th wave, 
SOFC received 57 applications requesting ~$97k, a total award rate of around 
35% (pretty standard).  I also have past week; they received 68 applications 
requesting [x] and had an award rate of ~25%.  Also received final wave 6 claims. 

i. Zeke: given that there will a new chair, when will we see you again? 
1. Nicco: this is the last mandatory wave of reports so you probably 

won’t see me again in this capacity.  Whoever is the next chair will 
be here to do the big year in review reporting. 

ii. Whit: you’ll be getting a slightly longer report next week from Anthony 
Garvey who is the outgoing SOFC chair. 

VII. Elections, Confirmations, and Recalls 
a. Election of the Student Organization Funding Committee Chair 

i. Nominations 
1. Mario for Finance Committee nominates Crede Strauser 

a. Seconded, accepted 
ii. Statements: 

1. Crede: I am a rising senior and I’ve been involved with SOFC 
since freshman year.  We’ve reached an incredible amount of 
student organizations.  We have exciting changes regarding how 
we reward funding.  There are a couple of other changes we want 
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to work through over the summer with the rest of CSG.  I’m 
looking forward to being chair and using my experience to take it 
to the next level. 

iii. Questions: 
1. Sam B: I know that the language in the constitution requires 

student org constitutions to be nondiscriminatory and one proposed 
check would be that SOFC checks constitutions.  Last semester I 
wanted to add a requirement but I found out that SOFC wasn’t 
checking constitutions.  Is there a reason why SOFC wasn’t doing 
that, and if so, what would it take to get you to do that?  Or should 
we get a member of assembly to do that. 

a. Crede: I wasn’t aware of that.  Anthony had more direction 
relationship between everyone.  I totally share your 
sentiment around the importance of checking for that 
information within an organization’s charter.  I think we 
can move forward to make sure that is happening.  There 
are orgs that apply multiple times and we are looking at 
avenues to require more training before or outlook.  There 
could be an opportunity to discuss with assembly. 

2. Sujin K: what are some ways you’ve seen SOFC grow? 
a. Crede: we’ve curated a committee that cares about the 

impact they can have through our reviews and deliberation 
process.  They want to be non-biased and objective, and 
don’t see it as a way to get financial experience.  In 
recruiting we were able to bring on people from more 
diverse disciplines, people from many schools and many 
levels and by doing so we’ve seen the ability for SOFC to 
grow. 

3. Austin G: one of the things I discussed with Anthony was 
codifying the requirement that events funded by SOFC that involve 
food were using compostable materials.  Was that easy to keep 
track of and would you be alright with it being qualified? 

a. Crede: I think it is administratively difficult because we can 
only go so far in determining if they made that proper 
decision.  We restrict against the funding of food in general 
except when the event necessitates it - such as for cultural 
organizations.  I’m willing to looking into ways to track 
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that more because I like the idea behind it - we should 
make sure we aren’t just throwing another thing onto the 
application but it has been a positive change. 

4. Zeke: do you think that giving student orgs money is enough or are 
there members that are interested in helpling structure orgs?  Do 
you see demand for students to get help? 

a. Crede: I think that CSG has broad visibility on campus and 
talented people.  The role is not within SOFC but I’m 
happy to have a conversation of how that could grow 
within a branch of CSG.  It never hurts to have experienced 
students help new orgs and leadership grow their skills and 
expand their impact. 

5. Sehrish: do you use the same applications each year?  Do you 
make a new one and do you have the questions looked over for 
biased wording and things like that?  I know that last semester the 
executive worked through to make some more inclusive. 

a. Crede: can you define inclusive? 
b. Sehrish: asking a question infinity groups might not have 

an answer to or that might be framed against certain 
groups. 

c. Crede: I think the application has been pretty consistent but 
we have changed it to include groups.  I think that there is 
always room to make it more inclusive.  I’d be happy to 
have that conversation. 

iv. Crede confirmed as SFOC Chair 
b. Election of the legislative Students of Michigan delegate 

i. Nominations: 
1. Zeke nominates Cindy Lin 

a. Nomination rejected based on ruling of the Chair that the 
delegate must be a member of assembly 

b. Challenge to the Chair’s decision 
c. Whit: Zeke is challenging my ruling that Cindy is not 

eligible to serve in the position.  It is a legislative delegate, 
which is listed as one of the office positions of the 
assembly.  You’ll find this in the operating procedures 
chapter 6.  Other office are elected from “among eligible 
members” to mean a rep, an ex officio rep, or another ex 
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officio member of assembly.  Cindy is not among these and 
while she did serve well in this position last session she is 
not eligible to serve and I think that is plainly clear from 
the text in our operating procedures. 

d. Representatives vote to sustain the ruling of the Chair 
2. Motion to table election until next week 

a. Seconded, approved - tabled until next week 
c. Election of the three Assembly SMPSEC steering group members 

i. Nominations: 
1. Selena B nominates Sam B 

a. Seconded, accepted 
2. Sam B nominates Sehrish 

a. Seconded, accepted 
3. Sehrish nominates Brianna 

a. Seconded, accepted 
ii. Statements: 

1. Sam B: I hope you can consider me for the position.  I won’t take 
your time but I look forward to working with Sehrish and Brianna 
to help fix this large problem on campus. 

2. Sehrish: while I was campaigning there was a large issue with 
awareness of SAPAC so I made myself knowledgeable.  I think 
this will help specifically within my school to give more 
information and know more about how to help.  I’m excited to be 
on the committee. 

3. Brianna: I am involved with Students for Choice which is a 
women’s health advocacy and reproductive justice org.  I’ve been 
working for a while on this on campus and I hope you consider me 
as well. 

iii. Questions: 
1. None 

iv. Sam, Sehrish, and Brianna confirmed 
VIII. Executive Communications 

a. Ben Gerstein: hello everyone.  A few things on campus and general notes. 
Thanks for everyone who came to diversity summit and thanks to Sehrish for help 
putting it on.  It was a productive day.  DIversity is not just a word but something 
we should take seriously.  The Kognito program folks have not gotten many 
responses so I’m going to be re-sending it out.  It’s a 10 minute demo and 30 
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second survey and it is a crucial program.  Trotter opens Thursday at 11am and 
there is a ceremony and open house.  It will be a cool event and a beautiful space. 
For Fall 2019, relationship remix is looking for participants so I’ll send that out in 
an email as well if you’re interested in participating in that program. 

b. Isabelle Blanchard: the Maize and Blue cupboard is open and they’re looking for 
volunteers.  I hope we can continue to support them.  We are also looking for 
volunteers for Spring Welcome Day; we’re doing 30 minute shifts.  Spring 
welcome day will be in the League and it’s for admitted students and their 
families to experience campus.  If you’re free for that just fill out the form it’s 
about three questions. 

IX. Report of the Speaker 
a. Whit: I will keep this brief.  Firstly, if you are working on projects and have 

resolutions you’d like to submit email me or Ben and we’ll get it to the 
appropriate committee.  I’ll be in CSG office from 9-3pm Friday so come.  I hope 
to see some of you. 

b. Ben G: I’ll also be in North Quad Friday.  We will be considering resolutions 
tonight so new reps feel free to stop us and ask questions.  We are happy to make 
sure you know what is going on so that you can make educated decisions on 
behalf of your constituents. 

X. Member Reports 
a. Zeke Majeske: I have two resolutions in first reads today and both are not as good 

yet as I know they are going to be.  I want you to know that I would like the time 
spent in first reads to be more of a dialogue.  With the new structure we have now 
resolutions go to committee before the floor.  In past assemblies, the Speaker 
would send to the assembly right away, but not you have to go to committee and 
they have to decide it’s good. I went to committee for my resolutions that are up 
today and the committee said for both that I have identified two issues but the 
solutions I presented at least in the first attempt were not solutions that were the 
best.  I am admitting that now knowing that you will all have better ideas as to 
how to tackle these issues.  On last assembly there were times people were giving 
me good feedback but I put blinders on because I wasn’t considering feedback but 
I’m making an effort now to be open.  These resolutions have to go back to 
committee.  You’ll hear from me again in New Business. 

XI. Committee Reports 
a. Rules Committee - Report 

i. Austin G: rules met and we had good attendance.  AR 9-002, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 
were released.  9-002 considers mechanisms to voice student opinions and 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RMNoa5x_nylgVDsb0vypOgJN-ayN57i3fJCioHsDZXM/edit
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collect feedback.  We (the Rules committee) has a host of concerns with 
the proposed mechanism; CSG is not a direct democracy and students who 
respond to a survey might not be able to respond well.  We also asked the 
author to look into statistics, our suspicion was that it would be quite low. 
9-003 proposes to add an item to the conduct of gallery members; we also 
recognize the broader issue but we disliked the solution in specific as it is 
unenforceable.  We didn’t want to disallow speaking at all.  9-004 
proposes to change the time after elections close that you’re allowed to file 
complaints; I proposed this resolution to propose that you can file up 
through the end of voting period but not after release of unofficial results. 
9-005 is a resolution that addressed structures for the way elections are 
done and how they’re done at the first meeting when there are items that 
need to be considered at the start - almost everyone was in support and 
didn’t offer drastic suggestions.  9-007 is a resolution to reorganize some 
of the legislative process - committee had a bit of feedback. 

b. Finance Committee - Report 
i. Mario G: finance met this past week and had one resolution which was a 

snack giveaway at the library.  This next week we will be meeting at 3pm 
on Sunday in Palmer Commons. 

c. Communications Committee - Report 
i. Joey: we had great attendance and engagement which we appreciate.  We 

talked about one resolution AR 9-006, I think Sam is just looking for 
feedback.  He knows that there is a lot to be worked on.  This is regarding 
Reggie the Campus Corgi.  We talked about a few ideas for next year and 
creating a presence on campus.  Meeting is on calendar. 

d. Resolutions Committee - Report 
i. Sujin K: I wasn’t able to attend so Selena ran the meeting; the report is 

available.  We had a mini resolution workshop and two resolutions, 9-001 
and 9-006.  01 was the finals snack thing and I am an offer with Hayden. 
9-006 was the Corgi resolution but the author was not at committee.  Feel 
free to ask me questions.  Sunday 5-6pm at the League next week. 

e. Executive Nominations Committee - Report 
i. Audrey: our main focus was working out logistical things, and we also 

selected the permanent members.  We had three applications for three 
spots so selection wasn’t difficult but we are looking forward to working 
with these three reps.  We respectfully request a yes vote. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PgKSo7OzchWqNvjavFznVhkcUUMW8ISc6CeorOa2lIo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12EiomZW0sB0L2lJStWeUOuz_W4joEUHUzGvonTDhPvc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pcQC4Z63AGzxtCc-vKuPSoCE9zohECKaEmw5t_u-c-0/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LtBdtUibQ3Y14ppfFD5eVyUof43cC_vH
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ii. Motion to confirm Sam Braden, Matt Lesko, and Annabel Weinbach as 
Executive Nominations Committee Permanent Members 

1. Seconded, approved - members confirmed 
f. Ethics Committee 

i. Zeke: Martese isn’t here.  I didn’t think I’d give another committee report 
but here we are.  We don’t have three applications yet so we will withhold 
until we do.  It’s important work and we also think that we would like to 
do some more preventative work and maybe even implementing things 
that were brought up by Sehrish in questioning.  We want to do some 
stuff, it’s a good thing to do and if you have interest in ethics drop your 
name in and fill out the form. 

XII. New Business 
a. Sam B motions to consider AR 9-006 in New Business 

i. Sam B: this resolution is bare bones, I want feedback because I don’t 
know how to do this.  I just want general comments and not a debate. 

ii. Seconded, representatives vote to consider today 
b. Sujin K motions to move AR 9-001 to the end of New Business 

i. Seconded, approved 
c. AR 9-002: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO CREATE A MECHANISM 

FOR THE ASSEMBLY TO RECEIVE FEEDBACK FROM THE STUDENT 
BODY 

i. Zeke motions to suspend rules and replace normal procedures for 
consideration and form a committee on the whole for the first two 
resolutions for 15 minutes combined 

1. Seconded, approved - assembly will form committee of the whole 
ii. Committee of the Whole 

1. Zeke: the first resolution about student body feedback.  I try to 
illuminate the problem that I see.  You can check those out but just 
a quick runthrough.  I think that when we make statements or do 
things that are controversial, that student body feedback would 
help us be better representatives.  Also when we make declarative 
resolutions they take those seriously; I know that administration 
feels very strongly about the work we do.  I also think the feedback 
needs to be credible.  It should also be representative of all majors, 
and also of gender and ethnicity.  I also think the procedure would 
allow people to interact with CSG.  The second resolution comes 
out of two years on CSG.  I’ve seen a lot of times that resolutions 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UEKPAeHZU4HQsYuSXzThvTATHMagTwD_kL5HkpmGGjs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UEKPAeHZU4HQsYuSXzThvTATHMagTwD_kL5HkpmGGjs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UEKPAeHZU4HQsYuSXzThvTATHMagTwD_kL5HkpmGGjs/edit
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will pass because attendees have come in and made emotional 
arguments that are not substantiated, but members feel bad voting 
against a resolution that was brought by someone who was brave 
to come here but got emotional.  Having non-member attendees 
step out during votes might just try to keep CSG business to reps 
when it comes to voting.  I welcome any questions or comments 
now.  If anyone wants to bring anything up I’ve forgotten. 

2. Selena: so if someone cries or shows that they feel bad, they get a 
penalty. 

3. Zeke: it would be the same as if you were deemed to be out of 
order in some way.  It takes a lot of such to happen before 
penalties accumulate into something substantial.  I want to take 
feedback on the first one first. 

4. Joey: in response to 9-002, I like that you have reaching out to 
students, but to assign 48 hours to correspond with 1800 busy 
students I don’t think is realistic.  You elect someone to make 
decisions for you and you entrust a representative; I think it’s 
antithetical to the idea of student government.  Absolutely looking 
to students for feedback is good but I think accessing random 
students yes or no is a lot to take on and I think that part of running 
for this position is that you’re asking for people to act on behalf of 
you. 

5. Zeke: I think due to the polling numbers we are not representative. 
You could make the argument that we are elected but if you have 
80% not voting how do you know that your constituents elected 
you to represent.  I think this should be comms in conjunction with 
research and polling but that isn’t cited because it has to be created 
by executive branch.  I’m willing to add something about working 
with exec.  I don’t think it would take 48 hours to sample and 
maybe we could require summaries in the resolution.  I’m willing 
to change all of that stuff. 

6. Sammi: I agree with Joey.  I think that the 48 hour timeline is tight. 
I think one that this should be viewed more as a checking if we 
represent the students, and I think that timeline is holding us to 
that.  I also wonder why stop at these specific types of resolutions, 
why not all of them?  We vote on a lot of things like how we’re 
spending our money. 
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7. Zeke: if a resolution has any non-unanimity it would be triggered. 
8. Sammi: I’m more saying why stop at specific types of resolutions.  
9. Zeke: it would happen on most of the resolutions because it’s 

triggered even if one person votes no 
10. Sam B: I think that this is a good idea and I want to push back. 

There is no world in which getting response would be a bad thing; 
I know we are elected but we are elected in March or April and 
then we represent for a year - things change.  I would raise it to 
two votes.  I want to remind members of last assembly.  I think 
that’s a good thing that we should carry over.  As long as we’re 
getting a significant response there is no harm.  I don’t represent 
LSA as a whole, I want response. 

11. Maddi: I think it’s a good idea to get feedback but I see some 
logistical issues.  I know you mentioned low voter turnout but then 
what will the turnout rate for that be?  I don’t know if it’s the most 
effective.  The second thing was the issue of retroactivity; so 
students could tell us that they don’t approve of our actions, should 
we withdraw every resolution?  I think you suggest that we include 
things like expected effects, goals, and a summary and I see 
potential for bias in that - authors can word summaries.  Maybe we 
can get a third party involved in that.  That would at least mitigate 
bias. 

12. Zeke: I think it’s a good check.  People can always motion or write 
new resolutions.  I know if it’s like money we can’t un-allocate but 
it would be good to check.  

13. Sujin: my main concern was the nature of how we are asking - 
“how would you have voted” undermines integrity of our vote.  I 
think it should be more open-ended.  I think the question uts a 
weird onus. 

iii. Zeke motions to return to committee of the whole for 6 minutes to discuss 
AR 9-003 

1. Seconded, approved - time extended 
iv. Committee of the Whole 

1. Marissa: some of the issues we talk about are sensitive and 
personal, so to say that someone is talking about mental illness or 
sexual assault can’t cry or have normal human emotion strikes me 
in a wrong way.  What is your thought about when we discussing 
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things that are triggering?  There are a lot of topics we talk about 
that are incredibly serious. 

2. Zeke: I think it comes down to if you’re considering two different 
plans, if you have someone come in and say I’ve put in a lot of 
work and I think these things will help this topic and they have 
resources but someone else comes in and says I don’t like that plan 
and breaks down and can’t maintain composure - I don’t think it 
works toward productive debate.   I’d like CSG to make sure it gets 
things right.  I know that could be an unpopular opinion. 

3. Brianna: I’m uncomfortable because in my view the resolution 
implies an assumption that crying is considered unacceptable.  It 
also assumes that all crying is attempted to sway an emotion; I also 
think that the resolution equates hate speech. 

4. Zeke: this ended committee in that way, it’s almost surely not what 
we would vote on. 

5. Natalie: I think that sometimes showing emotion can be productive 
because you see that someone isn’t trying to be manipulative - I 
think it can prove a point.  My suggestion is maybe to have an 
anonymous vote on issues that are more sensitive so that if 
someone does cry. 

6. Selena: I echo what others said. 
7. Sam B: I think this is a terrible resolution but it is representing a 

problem.  In the last committee a representative was introduced 
and the way they wanted to approach sexual assault was disastrous; 
no one brought this up until I did.  Other members might not be as 
comfortable.  An anonymous vote won’t help.  We have to come 
up with a way to address sensitive issues in a way that wouldn’t be 
disrespectful.  We do need to allow substantive change. 

8. Annabelle: I think we can vote on using secret ballot by 
suspending the rules.  Also, I think that your example about 
someone using an emotional display - we can use our discretion as 
assembly members.  Usually when there is emotion it is for a 
cause. 

v. Motion to extend time by 4 minutes 
1. Seconded, approved - time extended 

vi. Committee of the Whole 
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1. Mia: as representative we are passionate people and we are here 
for a reason.  I feel like emotion and passion go hand to hand.  I 
think it might be more useful to have a motion about respective 
dialogue.  When you say “unprofessional level of emotion” what 
specific did you have in mind? 

2. Zeke: I think shouting or something like that if you elevate to a 
level that isn’t respectful. 

3. Sehrish H: I had an issue with the first whereas clause. CSG also 
encapsulates more than intellectual debate.  The legislative branch 
is intended to display the student needs.  I don’t think I can agree 
with the premise that debate should be intellectual.  I think 
changing that and talking about that would help. 

4. Sujin K: I think it’s on us as elected reps to handle that kind of 
stuff and vote objectively as we see fit.  It isn’t the burden of 
whoever is proposing, especially a non-assembly member.  It is up 
to us to do our job properly but I think reassessing conduct is 
something we should be thinking about but it’s our job to handle 
those things.  

5. Ben Gerstein: often times I won’t interject but I think this language 
poses a risk.  In the third whereas clause where it says 
“unprofessional level of emotion” including crying perpetuates a 
dangerous societal norm.  Also in the last whereas clause, you 
inherently label emotion as illogical.  I’d make sure that in 
qualifying emotion you aren’t offending anyone. 

vii. AR 9-002 to rules and communications, AR 9-003 to rules 
d. AR 9-003: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION CREATE A STANDARD OF 

COMPOSURE FOR ATTENDEES OF THE ASSEMBLY 
i. See above 

e. AR 9-004: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO REMOVE THE 
EXTRANEOUS FILING PERIOD AFTER THE CLOSE OF POLLS AND 
CLARIFY THE STRUCTURE OF THE ELECTION COURT 

i. Austin G introduces: can you see the suggested changes to the language 
there?  The substantive change is eliminating the time after the close of 
voting in which currently members can file elections with the court.  I 
personally have concerns with having a filing period that extend beyond 
the results, I have seen in the past that some people running see that they 
are going to lose they throw violations to the wall to see what sticks. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HE4znnKMB0qY0jr7K44abh4J4xv7HA8t9nGDmBniA3c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HE4znnKMB0qY0jr7K44abh4J4xv7HA8t9nGDmBniA3c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zf0XA6h2C7KLEd6Rc3NirunBO-wqwzJvPWYx0-93PAk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zf0XA6h2C7KLEd6Rc3NirunBO-wqwzJvPWYx0-93PAk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zf0XA6h2C7KLEd6Rc3NirunBO-wqwzJvPWYx0-93PAk/edit
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ii. Questions: 
1. Zeke: can you speak toward the possible scenario that more 

elections complaints are filed because people don’t know who the 
winners or losers are? 

a. Austin G: my only response is that we’ve never seen that 
before.  We’ve never seen people trying to file before the 
end of polls.  I don’t think under the new process that we 
would see a rise of the complaints submitted.  The problem 
we’ve seen is expressly for the purpose of disqualifying an 
opponent someone submitting complaints.  I’m not 
concerned with the “what if” scenario but rather that people 
are using information about the results of the election. 

2. Maddi: can you clarify the start time? 
a. Austin G: there is not set open period 

3. Jonah: do you have initial thoughts on what restrictive mechanism 
would be regarding sufficient timing to see a violation and  

a. Austin G: you could ask for an extension of time, you could 
also file a quick complaint without a prepared briefing and 
ask the court to allow you to submit the briefing later; 
option B allows special prosecutor to file cases after the 
deadline so that the only person allowed to file is setting 
them up as a filter to make sure that complaints aren’t 
arising as a result of elections. 

4. Joey: there might be merit to only filing things that do affect the 
election.  This in some cases might invite people to pour salt on a 
wound for a larger election.  I don’t have a better solution, but 
maybe it’s good that we’re only exploring things that might have 
an affect on an outcome? 

a. Austin G: in my opinion, complaints should be in the 
pursuit of justice.  This permits there to be no confusion 
that complaints are in the pursuit of justice, rather than to 
play some politics after the close of voting 

5. Sam B: is it true that in previous elections people have not reported 
because they want to keep their seat?  Can you speak to how that 
would prevent wheeling and dealing of votes? 

a. Austin G: I don’t know if that would decrease wheeling and 
dealing; this is just individuals filing complaints against 
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others asking for demerits that would specifically lower 
their total. 

b. Sam B: so would this prevent MVision and the other rep 
from another party agreeing not to file complaints 

c. Austin G: you wouldn’t be able to file after you know the 
results 

6. Zeke: it is a behavior that is expressed that in order to change the 
results of the election people compile complaints.  I’m having 
trouble understanding how you think people won’t preemptively 
file complaints.  How do you think that these would decrease as a 
result of not knowing the election? 

a. Austin G: I don’t disagree that people file complaints to 
change the outcome of the election, but I don’t think 
complaints should be filed to change results.  I think we 
should try to make sure that people are filing for pursuing 
justice.  I don’t see that anticipating because we haven't 
seen it in the past.  Trying to reduce the number of 
complaints isn’t the point to the resolution. 

iii. Comments on How to Improve 
1. Zeke: I think what you said is important and I hadn’t thought of it 

before but I think a party willing to throw up complaints after they 
realize they’ve lost is still going to do it but now they’re going to 
do it regardless of if they have won or lost.  It seems like this will 
increase the number of complaints that are possible frivolous.  I 
think that the timing won’t help the problem that you cite about the 
potential for delaying the seating. 

iv. Resolution referred to rules committee 
f. AR 9-005: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO CLARIFY THE COMPILED 

CODE SECTION ADDRESSING AN ASSEMBLY’S FIRST MEETING, TO 
CREATE A "CONVENING BUSINESS" AGENDA ITEM, AND TO 
RELOCATE AND UPDATE THE ELECTIONS, CONFIRMATIONS, AND 
RECALLS PROCESSES 

i. Austin G introduces: this resolution seeks to clarify some of the provisions 
for the first meeting.  The elections conformations and recalls is in the 
middle but the constitution says we have to elect the speaker at the 
beginning.  So I propose to create a convening business section for the 
first meeting.  This also clarifies that the confirmations item handles all 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GJJVURHekFmvzctpKV7VEMhYs2PGHn0Y3-vcY1U9Hns/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GJJVURHekFmvzctpKV7VEMhYs2PGHn0Y3-vcY1U9Hns/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GJJVURHekFmvzctpKV7VEMhYs2PGHn0Y3-vcY1U9Hns/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GJJVURHekFmvzctpKV7VEMhYs2PGHn0Y3-vcY1U9Hns/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GJJVURHekFmvzctpKV7VEMhYs2PGHn0Y3-vcY1U9Hns/edit
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confirmations and the role of exec noms.  This also creates added wording 
to consider items that didn’t necessarily go through exec noms.  The last 
item adjust adds the sentence “nominees must leave the room while the 
vote is conducted.”  I don’t think that there is an issue, the associate chief 
justice of CSJ thought this was appropriate.  For confirmations we either 
vote by hand or roll call we would usually have the person leave the room. 
That person is often not a member of assembly but they would be able to 
cast their vote.  The last appendix also says that within the assembly each 
candidate has a time limit of three minutes and then with the added 
provision that cannot be extended - rules committee people felt it was 
unfair for two candidates to go and then one to get more time. 

ii. Questions: 
1. None 

iii. Comments on How to Improve: 
1. Mario: I suggest that you implement a system that we cobbled 

together where there was a tie and we voted on the tie candidates. 
iv. Resolution referred to rules committee 

g. AR 9-007: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE OPERATING 
PROCEDURES TO ADDRESS VOTING RIGHTS IN COMMITTEES AND 
THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

i. Austin G: this resolution is a non-substantive change to reorder part of the 
operating procedures; there is a section that explains the legislative 
process and my suggestion instead of having that is that we move to an 
appendix which is attached.  This would serve as a reference for new 
members.  The substantive change is in who is allowed to vote during 
committees before permanent members are established.  Currently any rep 
who attends a committee meeting before people are seated is allowed to 
vote.  The suggested alternative here is introducing two changes: 1. that 
the speaker is not allowed to vote and 2. to alter the current rule to what it 
was intended to be.  Open to comments.  

ii. Questions: 
1. Mario G: there is some language in the new appendix that says 

“this section doesn’t create rules and procedures etc.” what does 
that mean? 

a. Austin G: this is only to clarify the legislative process; this 
is only to prevent something that could potentially create a 
rule.  Just totally prevents any inconsistencies.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CKd_oW-GhSjmOrJzIQoBUxynqKYWAJHfLAoZ9XPqQUU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CKd_oW-GhSjmOrJzIQoBUxynqKYWAJHfLAoZ9XPqQUU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CKd_oW-GhSjmOrJzIQoBUxynqKYWAJHfLAoZ9XPqQUU/edit
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2. Sujin K: the one where it says “current rules [etc.]” can you 
clarify? 

a. Austin G: currently they’re allowed to vote before and I 
want to mirror that. 

iii. Comments on How to Improve: 
1. None 

a. AR 9-006: A DIRECTIVE AND DECLARATIVE RESOLUTION TO MAKE 
REGGIE THE CAMPUS CORGI AN OFFICIAL CSG MEMBER 

i. Sam B introduces: I know it sounds funny and like a joke but I think the 
student body would like this a lot.  This is one of the things I ran one and 
people were very excited.  I think CSG doesn’t get a lot of attention and 
this is a way to do it.  The fact that he is consistently getting votes, I want 
to caution members from saying that this occurs because the student body 
doesn’t like us or that he’s a threat to us.  I think we need to respond to the 
democratic call asking Reggie to be a member of CSG in some capacity. 
This is a good media promotion.  I had a conversation with someone today 
that said that CSG is too serious and this is a way that we can do 
something nice.  This isn’t super serious and I don’t think that’s a bad 
thing.  He’s also very cute, imagine if he had a CSG handkerchief. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Selena B: do you think this could increase the amount of people 

who would vote for Reggie? 
a. Sam B: I think it would decrease it 
b. Selena B: I think it could increase? 
c. Sam B: if you can’t beat him, join him.  I think most of my 

friends did vote for Reggie and they said they want Reggie 
to have an official status on campus.  I think this shows 
what the student body wants. I’m opening to making him 
an ex officio member 

2. Maddi: do you think people vote because they like the dog is 
because they don’t think CSG is legitimate? 

a. Sam B: I think that more people vote for him because they 
love the dog so much, but there are people who vote for the 
second reason 

3. Sujin: do you think having a dog become a member undermines 
what what we do here? 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r5nGXL4Luhcq_A5Xqyt_qb7WgQ_gxhnzJucg0SAcKS8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r5nGXL4Luhcq_A5Xqyt_qb7WgQ_gxhnzJucg0SAcKS8/edit
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a. Sam B: he wouldn’t be a member of the assembly, just 
some official capacity 

4. Mario: I was curious as to why you use language in here “official 
CSG campus Corgi” and specify?  Why not just ask to make him a 
mascot? 

a. Sam B: I don’t think we should have a mascot, the 
university doesn't have one.  I think we can listen to the 
constituents who have voted.  I’m not equating a dog with 
us, just some official capacity. 

5. Sammi: I don’t want to drag on about being bad for our image.  To 
go along with the resolution, have you approached the owner to 
make sure he is on board? 

a. Sam B: yes he thinks this would be a great idea and he likes 
it a lot.  I don’t think this would delegitimize us in any way. 
I think CSG needs to redefine its image.  I want CSG to 
more positively engage the student body - I think that’s a 
route we can go down in this assembly.  I would be willing 
to have a poll sent out and only get it passed if 80% 
support. 

b. Sammi: don’t you think they’d only respond in the same 
sense as when they’re trying to elect him?  All the people I 
know say they vote because they don’t care and think we 
don’t do anything. 

c. Sam B: I think from my experience people want to see him 
in some official capacity.  People think he can be an 
assembly member. 

6. Natalie: I think a lot of people vote for Reggie are because people 
think the election is a joke, do you think people that don’t check 
that will even be aware. 

a. Sam B: I think the student body will be aware.  I think the 
Daily will vote and I think people will go to events to see 
Reggie and that’s positive. 

7. Selena B: I feel that we don’t need to go to CSG, I think people 
consider him a kind of a mascot.  I would ask. 

8. Rads: going back to the point about Reggie creating buzz, is there 
a way to limit his involvement such that we are not exploiting him 
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for events or even just delegitimizing our events because the only 
reason people show up is for him? 

a. Sam B: I think it’s no different than u offering food.  In 
many ways we are exploiting him. 

9. Carla: how do you plan on making sure that people aren’t 
distracted at events?  When you provide food, people can pay 
attention and eat. 

a. Sam B: I’ll consider it more.  I think there would be some 
events he wouldn’t go to but some he would be a good 
presence at. 

iii. Comments on How to Improve: 
1. Selena B: it seems like you’ve established a relationship with the 

owner, maybe instead consider asking to bring Reggie to 
appropriate CSG events rather than going through the assembly. 
We don’t know how the Daily will write about this - some people 
have negative opinions about CSG and I think we’re opening the 
floor for that even more. 

2. Darlena: I noticed that you mention that Reggie is a service dog.  I 
wouldn’t make him an official member, but if you were to have a 
mental health awareness event maybe having Reggie be a campus 
kind of service dog?  I would say you can have him as a resource 
but not an official member. 

3. Maddi: I know you said one thing you wanted was to make CSG 
more official, and I don’t think this corroborates this well.  Making 
him official eggs the campus on in a way.  We want to represent 
what our peers want but we need to uphold a certain sense of 
professionalism.  I don’t think this helps us be seen as legitimate.  I 
know we touched on exploitation and I feel bad for the dog, and I 
don’t know if we want to put stress on the owner. 

4. Zeke: I don’t want to pile on too much.  I think you’ve missed the 
point of people voting.  I think it’s a protest vote, a joke, a way for 
them to say “CSG means nothing.”  In 2018 there were 5 
candidates and Reggie got 3rd.  I think that if this were to pass, the 
backlash would be swift and severe from the student body, 
especially in meme pages.  They would tear us apart for thinking 
that students actually want Reggie to be a part of CSG when really 
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they were saying that they couldn’t care less about CSG.  I think 
it’s better to just not bring it for second reads. 

5. Zion: one of your whereas clauses is that Reggie has almost 7k 
friends and followers.  I know someone brought up that our social 
media following was low.  Maybe we can ask for help in that way 
but I think also that there are other options.  I think that there are 
other ways to rebrand CSG.  I’m sure others might have ideas 
about rebranding. 

6. Mario: I think we can invite him to events but I don’t think we 
need to give him official recognition. 

7. Sujin K: I fundamentally agree with the premise.  I think one thing 
would be to explore his role as a therapy dog and what we could do 
with that in terms of our commitment to wellbeing.  I would vote 
no on this. 

8. Selena: I was just going to say that it might be better to consider 
having therapy dogs at diag day events. 

9. Hayden: similar to Zeke and others I suggest a withdrawal of this 
resolution. 

10. Mario: if this were to continue, it needs to be appropriated to 
finance as well because we’re spending money.  I think you can 
but you have to motion on the floor. 

iv. Resolution referred to communications and resolutions committees 
h. AR 9-001: A DIRECTIVE AND APPROPRIATIONS RESOLUTION TO FUND 

A FINALS HEALTHY SNACK GIVEAWAY 
i. Hayden: thanks for moving this to the end I have a class until 9:30pm.  As 

you may have seen this in committee, this is to set up a finals healthy 
snack giveaway inspired in large part by work at my previous institution 
where we did a snack wagon for finals.  I wanted to do a twist and not 
hand out total garbage but hand out healthy snacks instead.  This would let 
us hand out snacks in Ugli, Dude, and Fishbowl.  Additionally we would 
hand out a card with a link to a survey to ask about the selection and what 
they think about CSG.  That would be optional.  At the end we will give a 
report to the assembly about how it went, results of survey, and final 
receipts.  One thing I’ll add is that this resolution is a work in progress 
because coffee is crazy expensive, and also because I spoke to the library 
and they said they wanted a student group to help them so they will pay 
for coffee and cookies which we will incorporate. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Xd3gx2ZBiE3DmcW7EHbRqnR1mofcmXTctokeINo9PM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Xd3gx2ZBiE3DmcW7EHbRqnR1mofcmXTctokeINo9PM8/edit?usp=sharing
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ii. Sujin K: I would add that we will be looking for volunteers so this does 
play into the rebranding, promoting thing. 

iii. Questions: 
1. Sammi: I was looking at the itemized list and I know that nut 

allergies are common and one of the things was trial mix, would 
you consider adding another fruit so that there are more options for 
those with lactose intolerance or not allergies? 

a. Hayden: we do have a good number of snacks on there but 
I’m happy to talk more offline. 

b. Sammi: it says that you’ll be doing this in Shapiro and 
Fishbowl and only on 24th in the Dude, why only one day? 

c. Hayden: it has to do with weighting of the population and 
where they are on finals days 

d. Sujin K: these are also subject to change and that there are 
some restrictions.  The dates are going to change most 
likely and we could consider the North Campus thing if we 
can reassess the reasoning. 

e. Sammi: it’s mostly about that it’s twice on central and only 
once on north.  I’m always advocating for North.  Which 
library also? 

f. Hayden: the UGLi 
2. Joey: is this all CSG money? 

a. Hayden: yes 
b. Joey: do you think some other part would be willing to 

match?  I think it would be cooler if we work with 
administration; we get double the snacks and collaboration 
with administration. 

c. Hayden: the collaboration with the library is that the library 
will provide what they will provide over and above what 
we’re providing.  We are appreciative of that.  I would push 
back if you said against idea of administration requesting 
this, it’s organic from CSG. 

3. Brandon: for STAMPS, our classes are studio-based so we don’t 
go to the library.  I think this could be added.  There are some 
spaces that could be considered for other students.  I know they 
would appreciate it too. 

4. Mario: it might also be useful to branch out to other places 
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5. Sehrish: I feel like the artitecture building would be a good place? 
6. Ashton: have you considered working with res halls at all? 

a. Hayden: no we have not 
7. Matt: have you reached out to MDining?  It might be a good option 

a. Hayden: we are going to reach out to them for coffee and I 
can add a quote.  I’ll say that it’s cheaper from Costco but I 
can ask. 

iv. Comments on How to Improve: 
1. Zion: I was going to add on to STAMPS and architecture, SMTD 

is similar; most people spend time in recital halls. 
2. Ashton: I’m on hall council for Alice Lloyd and they are providing 

healthy snacks.  Most of the halls are doing this around campus. 
When we purchase things we have to purchase through dining. 

3. Oladele: up until midnight there is a good amount of people in 
Winter Garden of Ross as well 

4. Carla: I know it’s hard to have different stands and I admire that 
we are trying to get breadth but I suggest maybe having some more 
advertising for the people not in the libraries to guide them toward 
the libraries it could be in the diags so that when you’re passing by 
you can go into the library.  It would broaden the breadth of people 
that you reach. 

5. Brandon: the days you’ve listed are our review days.  A week prior 
usually we would be preparing for finals.  If you’re considering 
schools some might need to be a bit earlier than the rest. 

6. Marissa: I’m in the school of public health and I can technically 
leave April 23rd so this wouldn’t even help us.  I want you to 
consider that some majors don’t always follow. 

7. Natalie: like what Carla said it’s hard to go on a school by school 
basis and I don’t think this is discriminatory but more so come if 
you want.  But if we try to accommodate every school it goes 
beyond what your resolution is even for. 

8. Rads: I think it makes sense to have a more centralized location 
v. Resolution referred to communications and finance committees 

XIII. Old Business 
a. None 

XIV. Announcements and Matters Arising 
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a. Austin G: we have five items of business in rules so please attend, you’ll all get a 
vote.  3:30pm on Friday in the League basement. 

b. Hayden: thanks for your comments and questions.  We will be talking and 
figuring out what changes are feasible.  I won’t be able to come to committee 
meetings as I have a conference in California.  You can email me at any time. 
Please be ready to volunteer as well.  I was also please to talk with our president 
about exec noms and we are going to have a set procedure to ensure we can get 
through nominations as quickly as possible.  

c. Sujin: if you have commentary but you can’t make it to the committee time, reach 
out to the chairs  If you want to say something about resolutions reach out to me. 

d. Joey: I sent the link in the GroupMe but I created a spreadsheet to help and be a 
resource.  It’ll make it easier to contact each other. 

e. Zeke: thanks for sharing your feedback on the resolutions.  I’ll be in Texas for 
Quidditch so you may not see those for another two weeks but the important thing 
is I’ll be in Texas for the US Cup 12, we are the 8th ranked college team in the 
country.  We look to go pretty far this year.  Look for updates on social media and 
stuff. 

f. Sam B: I don’t mean to be a dick with my Reggie resolution.  People were 
literally stopping me in the streets saying they wanted this.  I will be aggressively 
pursuing making Reggie some official member.  I hear your complaints and 
understand them but this is something people are excited about. 

g. Zion: I’m in the men’s glee club and we have a concert on Saturday at Hill at 
8pm.  We are the oldest, longest-running student org on campus and the second 
oldest collegiate choir in the country.  We are known for social activism through 
music.  

h. Ben Gerstein: thank you for being here tonight.  As we enter finals season make 
sure you’re taking care of yourself, eating and sleeping and doing everything you 
need 

i. Sujin: women's rowing is travelling to Ohio State this weekend and it’ll be on 
ESPN2 

j. Martese: we’re still looking for people to apply for ethics committee; I’ll resend 
link 

k. Isabelle: please fill out welcome day volunteering form.  It seems like a small 
event but this could be the first time many students interact with CSG and it helps 
us build our image and approachability.  Also Happy Birthday Ben Gerstein. 
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l. Whit: you should go see the life sciences orchestra Sunday at Hill 7pm.  I’ll be in 
CSG offices 9-3pm Friday.  If you could refrain from packing up until roll is 
called. 

XV. Closing Roll Call  
a. Vice speaker calls roll 

XVI. Adjournment  
a. Adjourned 10:04pm 


